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Abstract
The development of low-density materials with higher strength and stiffness, and more efficient
engine and airframe structures is considered enabling technology for reusable hypersonic vehicles.
Advanced structural concepts are required for minimum weight hot sh'uctures that will be fully reusable.
Key design drivers are maximum heating rate, duration of heating, total heat load, flight envelope and
type of propulsion system, mission life requirements, and containment of liquid hy.drog.en. For hot-
structures applications in the range from 600-1800°F, advanced alloys of titanium, Utamum and nickel
aluminides, and metal-matrix composites are leading candidates because of their high specific properties.
For temperatures in excess of 2000°F carbon-carbon and ceramic-matrix composites are the most struc-
turally efficient materials. This paper addresses the technology issues for light weight hot structures,
gives brief assessments of the state of the art, presents selected highlights of current research, and
identifies areas requiring additional development.
Introduction
Reusable hypersonic flight vehicles have been of interest to NASA and the Air Force for more
than three decades. The U.S. had extensive programs in the 1950's and early 1960's paimed at various
missions requiring flight of reusable vehicles at hypersonic speeds [1-8]. Although most of the missions
were of a military nature, civil programs such as supersonic and hypersonic transports were also
studied. Due to accelerating cost and formidable technical challenges most programs were terminated,
and except for the NASA Space Shuttle Program, R&T for hypersonic vehicles has been a low priority
effort. However, a low level of research on key technologies such as materials, structures, aerothermo-
dynamics, propulsion, structural heat transfer, and hypersonic air-breathing propulsion was continued
by NASA mainly at the Langley Research Center. The key results of that work are summarized in
References 9-19.
The four most commonly proposed fully reusable configurations for hypersonic vehicles are
shown in Figure 1. Rocket powered vehicles, both single-stage-to-orbit (SSTO) and two-stage
systems,will be launched vertically whereas the air breathing vehicles will take off horizontally. All will
land horizontally. Liquid hydrogen appears to be the choice of fuel, thus all vehicles will have htrge
cryogenic tanks that will occupy the major portion of the vehicle's volume. The ascent, reentry, and
cruise flight envelopes of these vehicles compared to current aircraft are shown in Figure 2. For rocket-
powered space transportation systems, such as the Space Shuttle, reentry conditions are more severe
than ascent conditions and require that the vehicle have the capability to withstand temperatures up to
3000°F. Concepts to withstand high temperatures include: 1) use a thermal protection system, such as
used on the Shuttle, to protect a conventional aluminum airframe (restricted to 350°F max.); 2) actively
cool the structure; or 3) design with a hot airframe using high-temperature materials.
For air breathing space transportation vehicles, the ascent trajectory is the most severe and
dominates design requirements for the vehicle. The air breathing ascent trajectory is primarily set to
establish propulsion efficiency, but is constrained by the maximum temperature that the vehicle can
withstand. Most studies indicate that the nosecap, leading edges, and portions of the engine and air-
frame of air breathing vehicles will have to be actively cooled during ascent. The high heating during
ascentalsoimposesformidablesealingproblemsfor doors,windows,control surfaces,etc. However,
thetheoreticalefficiencyof theair breathingengineismuchgreaterthanfor rocketenginesandthus
warrantsexploitingin futurevehicles.Structuresandmaterialstechnologyapplicableto suchair
breathingvehiclesis beingdevelopedin theNational Aero-Space Plane (NASP) program. A typical
NASP configuration is shown in Figure 1. It is a blended wing-lxxty configuration with scramjet
engines which use the fuselage forelxxty as tile engine "inlet surface." The hydrogen fuel would be uscd
to cool portions of the engine and the airframe which experience the most severe aerodynamic heating.
Such vehicles[20l will require structural weight fracttions that are much lower than those of todays
aerospace vehicles.
Large areas of the structure will be subjected to equilibrium skin temperatures of 2500°F or
higher, unless actively cooled. Conventional high-temperature materials such as superalloys, coated
refractory metals, and monolithic ceramics have significant drawbacks for hypersonic airframe structures
because of such factors as limited strength and stiffness, relatively high density, brittle nature, and
susceptibility to thermal shock. Emerging high-temperature, low-density materials such as coated
carbon-carbon composites, aluminide intermetallic composites, and ceramic-matrix composites hold
promise to provide the properties required to meet mission goals of multiple high Mach number flights.
However, extensive efforts in materials development, process development, scaleup, fabrication tech-
nologies, property characterization, and proof-of-concept studies must be undertaken to provide hyper-
sonic vehicle designers with confidence in such materials.
The NASP program has recently focused the attention of the American aerospace industry on the
technology challenges of hypersonic airframes and scramjet engines. Structures and materials technol-
ogy needs for hypersonic cruise vehicles have emerged from systems studies. This paper presents
highlights of the materials and structures research programs conducted at the NASA Langley Research
Center in support of NASA's hypersonic vehicles technology program.
Structural Concepts
The wide range of hypersonic vehicles and missions introduces a number of design requirements
which lead to a variety of structural concepts and materials systems. The range of structural concepts
and materials is reduced if the missions of interest are restricted to those requiring reusable vehicles, but
even with this restriction, the number of design drivers is large:
1) Maximum heating rate, duration of heating, total heat load
2) Flight envelope and type of propulsion system
3) Mission life requirements
4) Containment of cryogens, especially liquid hydrogen (LH2) and liquid oxygen (LOX)
5) Effect of structural mass on mission goals
Design Driver 2 relates to air-breathing propulsion and earth-to-orbit vehicles, such as the
National Aero-Space Plane, which need to fly a high dynamic pressure and high Mach number ascent
trajectory for maximum propulsion efficiency and insertion into orbit (Fig. 2); cruise vehicles which fly
at lower Mach numbers but for longer periods of time; and rocket-powered space transports which fly a
lower dynamic pressure ascent trajectory. Although the National Aero-Space Plane sees the maximum
loading intensities, a hypersonic cruise vehicle could, depending on the mission, be subjected to a larger
total heat load. The effect of the flight envelope and the propulsion system is related to Design Driver 5:
for cruise, structural mass fraction affects range and/or payload, but for space transportation systems it
affects the payload to the extent that it can eliminate mission considerations.
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Airframe Structures
Concepts. Figure 3 shows the three basic types of airframe structures. The simplest approach
conceptually is a hot structure that accommodates the aerodynamic heating. This type of structure was
used on the SR-71/YF-12 and the X-15 aircraft. Although the advantage of such an approach is its
simplicity, the disadvantages are that most materials that can be used at elevated temperatures (such as
superalloys) are heavy, the outer surface must be relatively smooth, and thermal stresses which are
difficult to predict can be relatively high. Thus, there has not been much work on such concepts since
the review by Heldenfels [21 at the 5th ICAS Meeting in 1966. However, developments in metal matrix
composites and higher temperature titaniums may make this approach more attractive.
A more complex approach is to use a more structurally efficient material and protect it from high
temperatures by use of thermal protection systems (TPS). This is the approach that was taken for the
U.S. Space Shuttle Orbiter where rigid and flexible ceramics have been used for the TPS that protect the
aluminum primary structure. The most complex approach, proposed by Becker [211, is an actively cooled
structure where the fuel, such as hydrogen or a secondary coolant such as water-glycol, is passed
through tubes or cooling passages to convect the heat away from the structure. Because of the lack of
interest in hypersonic cruise, where active cooling is most likely to be used for airframe structure, there
has been little work done since Kelly[ 91 presented the status for this type of structures at the 1 lth ICAS
Meeting in 1978.
Primary structure. One advantage of insulated structures is that the primary structure does not
have to have a smooth external surface and thus it can be more structurally efficient. For a structural
panel to have maximum geometric efficiency, the principal load-bearing area (caps) should be symmet-
rical about the neutral axis, have a high local buckling coefficient (curved caps and clamped edges), have
a low-density web between the caps (low-core density), and have its core material supporting load. The
three panel geometries shown in Figure 4 have improved geometries from left to right. The tubular panel
satisfies three of these factors, but not the low-core density. The beaded web corrugation does not have
a load-beating core whereas the truss-core web corrugation satisfies all four geometry efficiency factors.
Experimental results were in good agreement with structural analysis for the first two panel types. The
truss-core web configuration is the subject of current design and fabrication research.
Such concepts offer significant weight savings and, if they can be fabricated from the advanced
materials that are just now emerging, revolutionary reductions in structural mass fraction are a distinct
possibility.
Control Surfaces. A concept design study has been conducted to determine a feasible design for
a control surface for NASP. Both actively- and passively-cooled concepts were investigated. The most
promising concept is shown in Figure 5 and is the lightest weight concept of all those considered.
Although several factors were used in evaluating the concepts, weight was considered the single most
important factor. The selected control surface design consists of two rib-stiffened carbon-carbon panels
attached together and to a carbon-carbon torque tube support frame. Issues that must be resolved in the
development program include high-temperature fasteners, characterization of carbon-carbon material,
design of rib-stiffened panels, design and fabrication of the torque tube, design and fabrication of the
torque tube-lug attachment joint, and attachment of the rib-stiffened panels to the torque tube. The
difference in the thermal coefficients of expansion between the carbon-carbon torque tube and the
superalloy lug fittings must be accounted for in the attachment design.
Leading Edge/Nose Cap. The U.S. Space Shuttle Orbiter uses carbon-carbon for both the nose cap
and leading edge designs which has performed reasonably well to date. However, for longer duration
cruise applications or for air-breathing single-stage-to-orbit (NASP) vehicles, the total heat load and/or
maximum heating will require alternate approaches. One approach is shown in Figure 6. The design
philosophyof thisconceptutilizesthehighspecificstrengthof carbon-carbon at elevated temperatures to
accommodate the thermal/structural loads, and very thin refractory-metal D-shaped, heat pipes, embed-
ded within the structure to transport the stagnation heat aft, where it can be rejected by radiation. The
heat pipes could be sized and spaced close enough so that, in the event of a failure, the ablation protec-
tion afforded by the carbon-carbon would be sufficient to enable a safe reentry. The preferred method of
construction would be to fabricate, fill, and checkout the individual heat pipes, embed them in a 2-D
layup of carbon-carbon prepreg and process (pyrolize and densify) as you would a typical carbon-carbon
component. 2-D thermal/structural analysis indicates the feasibility of the concept. Reaction rate studies
of refractory metals, (molybdenum, tungsten, and tantalum), indicate that tungsten is the least reactive
with carbon, and because of its very high thermal conductivity and low coefficient of thermal expansion,
it is the leading candidate for a container for the lithium working fluid. Tungsten tubes have been
successfully embedded within 2-D carbon-carbon prepreg, pyrolyzed and densified three times without
any noticeable damage to the composite. Actively-cooled concepts such as back side convective cooling
and mass addition cooling are also under study for those areas where the heating is most severe.
Cryogenic Tanks
Concepts. Since reusable launch systems and hypersonic transports will become virtual flying
cryogenic tanks, the design of such structure will dominate the airframe structures effort for such
vehicles. The primary problem, which distinguishes hydrogen tanks from other cryogenic tanks, is the
proclivity of liquid hydrogen to condense other gases because of its extremely low temperature (-423°F).
Air, or any purge gas other than helium, condenses on the tank surface and produces a partial vacuum
which pumps additional gas to the surface where it is condensed. This cryopumping (as it is called)
transmits large quantities of heat to the fuel causing hydrogen boiloff and, if the gas is air, produces a
potential safety hazard because of the selective liquefaction of oxygen from the air. No large,
flightweight, reusable cryogenic tank has ever been flown; in fact only one has ever been built. The tank
was a double-bubble (lobed) nonintegral half-scale (6000 gal.) tank. It was subjected to limited testing
and no combined loads (thermal and structural) tests were conducted. A variety of hydrogen tank con-
cepts have been proposed in conceptual studies in the past, however, the technology for such concepts
has received little attention, and none of the concepts have been proven completely acceptable for
multiple reuse applications. Thus cryogenic tanks are one of the key and least developed technologies
for reusable hypersonic vehicles.
Tank Structure. The only existing reusable Space Transportation System (STS), the Space
Shuttle, employs an aluminum expendable external cryogenic fuel tank, but future systems designed for
full reusability will undoubtedly carry their own cryogenic fuels internally. Consequently, structural
design of fully reusable systems must necessarily address problems associated with containment of
cryogenic fuel as well as the conventional considerations of thermal protection and support of vehicle
structural loads.
Figure 7 gives two generic wall constructions for a section of cryogenic tank that cover the range
from the most simple to most complex arrangements. The simplest concept is a honeycomb structure
that 1) contains the cryogen and acts as a cryogenic insulation, i.e., low conductivity through the thick-
ness, 2) carries the body loads, and 3) absorbs the aerodynamic heating and resultant thermal stresses.
The low conductivity desired for reduced heat to the cryogen leads to undesirable thermal gradients
which increase the thermal stresses that must be accommodated. The Boeing Aerospace Company has
studied such a concept (Fig. 8) for a low-wing loading, sled-assisted takeoff single-stage-to-orbit
vehicle. Boeing proposed titanium honeycomb sandwich for the upper surface which sees temperatures
of about 600°F, and Rene' 41 for the lower surface which sees temperatures of about 1400°F.
Such a concept is obviously limited by the maximum use temperature of available structural
materials. A material with a better specific strength and/or stiffness, and lower operating temperature,
may be competitive with the "hot" integral structure approach if a thermal protection system (TPS) is
usedto reducetheheatloadto thestructure.Themostcomplexapproach(Fig.7) is to haveatankto
containthecryogen,structureto carrytheprimarystructuraloads,andaTPSto reducetheheatingto
theinteriorstructures.In addition,thisapproachhasacryogenicinsulation(foam)to reduceboil off of
thecryogen. Of course,thecombinedweightof thetank,structure,andTPSmustbelessthanthe
weightof thehothoneycombstructuretobeweightcompetitive.In addition,theTPSmustprovidethe
durablesurfacerequiredfor adverseweatherflight andthecompletesystemmustbeamenabletoquick
inspection,repairandrecertification.
Thehoneycombstructure(Fig.7) consistsof avacuum-sealed-cellhoneycombsandwichwith
the innerskinof thefuselageat atemperatureof -423°Fdueto exposureto thecryogenicfuelandthe
outerskinat atemperatureof 400°Fdueto exposureto theboostaerothermalenvironment.These
temperaturegradientsproducelargethermalstresseswhichmustbeaccommodatedin thedesign.The
thermalstresseshavebeenpartiallyrelievedby slottingtheouterfacesheeton thewindwardsurfaceof
thevehiclefuselage.Theseslotseliminatebiaxialcompressionstresswhichwouldotherwiseoccur
from thermalandpressureloads. Theslotsaresizedto benearlyclosedwhentheoutersurfaceof the
panelis heatedto 1400°F.Pressureloadsin thenoncircularsectionarecarriedby tensionstrutsateach
framelocation.
A Rene'41honeycombpanel,1-ft.by 6-ft., wastestedundercombinedthermalandbendingloads
attheNASA DrydenFlightResearchFacility. Thepurposeof thesetestswasto evaluatethelife of a
panelwhenexposedto cyclic combinedthermalandmechanicalstresses.Thepanelwasexposedto 500
boostcyclesand500entrycycles. Foreachcycle,themechanicalloadwasheldconstantwhile the
thermaloadwasapplied.Themaximumcompressivestrainswereup to 80percentof theproportional
limit. After thefirst entrycycle,asmallbowin thepanelin the longitudinaldirectionwasobserved.
Thisresidualbowinggraduallyincreasedwith additionalexposureto entrycycles,but it wasunaffected
byadditionalboostcycles.No damageoccurredasaresultof the500boostandentrycycles,but the
panelwasleft with apermanentcenterdisplacementof 0.58in. overthe lengthof 6 ft. with theconcave
faceon thehot side.
A 21x25-in,panelwasfabricatedwith severalslotsin theouterskinandtestedto evaluatethe
effectsof theslotsin theboostenvironment.Thepanelformedthebottomof acontainerwhichwas
partiallyfilled with LH2. Hold timesbetweencyclesrangedfrom 10min. to 1hr.duringwhichcryo-
depositsaccumulatedon thepanelsurfaceandin theslots.Thepanelwasinspectedaftercycle10and
cycle30,andnodamageto thepanelwasobserved.After 36cycles,afire occurredin thetestfixture
butcausednodamageto thepanel.Thepanelwasexaminedvisuallyandby X-rayandC-scan.
Sectionscutfrom thepanelwereexaminedby metallographicinspection.Nostructuraldamagewas
found.
Duringtheholdtimes, waterfrostwasobserveddepositingon the-200°Fpanelsurface,and
temperatureslessthan-300°Fmeasureduringthetestsindicatedthatliquid air formedin theregionsof
thecore open to the atmosphere. These results indicate that proper attention must be given to sealing
honeycomb core splices to prevent passage of air into the core from the slots. Without such sealing,
considerable liquid oxygen may condense within the honeycomb structure. Additional details are given
in Ref. 22.
Cryogenic Insulation. The most advanced cryogenic insulations for reusable LH2 and LOX
tanks are closed cell foams. Work on subsonic applications suggested reuse at temperatures up to
175°F. Calculations indicate that a substantial savings in insulation thickness (and hence, weight) can be
achieved if the maximum use temperature can be increased to 400°F or higher. Most recent work in this
area has been focused on developing a system for 400°F applications with agoal of 500 thermal-cycle
life.
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Thefoamsystemunderstudyconsistsof 40-inch-square tiles which contain 16 ten-inch-square
blocks of Rhoacell SF 110 grade foam adhesively bonded together. The 40-inch-square tile is
encapsulated within a Kapton-Aluminium-Kapton (KAK) cover to minimize permeation of gases. These
tiles are in turn bonded to the surface of the cryogenic tank and the joints between the individual tiles are
sealed with another layer of KAK over the joints. A 10-inch-square tile has been fabricated and tested as
an exterior insulation. The thermal structural loading represents the loads on a high-speed aircraft LH2
tank. The specimen has been tested for 25 cycles at LH2 temperatures and 225 cycles at LOX tempera-
tures with no apparent degradation of the cryogenic insulation function. Future tests are proposed using
lower density foams and larger tile arrays with joints. Also tests are planned to determine the
conductivity, permeability, and compatibility of the various Rhoacell foams in partial pressure environ-
ments that simulate the actual anticipated use condition for the foam systems.
For air-breathing SSTO vehicles a lighter system may be required. Current concepts of interest
are evacuated foil gage titanium honeycomb or multiwall panels and multilayer insulations. The main
challenges are maintaining a vacuum with foil material, sealing of joints, and long life foil material for
encapsulating the multilayer insulation.
TPS. Although the Reusable Surface Insulation (RSI) currently used on the Space Shuttle is an
excellent insulation, it may not be durable enough for commercial transport and second generation space
transport applications. Thus, the Langley Research Center has a program to develop more durable TPS
using metallic concepts for temperatures from 700°F to 2000°F and using Advanced Carbon-Carbon
(ACC) above 2000°F. The goals of the program are to develop TPS that have durable surfaces, are
mechanically attached, have covered gaps between panels to reduce gap heating, and are mass
competitive with current systems.
Two metallic TPS concepts are shown in more detail in Figure 9. The two metallic prepackaged
concepts are discrete panels that have a strip of RTV-covered felt beneath the perimeter of each panel to
prevent hot gas flow beneath the panels. The titanium multiwall concept (maximum surface temperature
<1200°F) consists of layers of dimpled titanium foil Liquid Interface Diffusion (LID)® bonded together
at the dimples with a flat foil sheet sandwiched between each dimpled sheet. The superalloy honeycomb
concept (maximum surface temperature <2000°F) consists of an Inconel 617 honeycomb outer surface
panel, layered fibrous insulation, and a titanium honeycomb inner surface panel. The edges of the two
metallic concepts are covered with beaded closures to form discrete panels nominally 12 inches square.
The two types Of attachments shown in Figure 9 can be applied to either of the TPS concepts.
The bayonet-clip attachment, shown with the titanium multiwall concept, consists of two clips and a
metal tab (bayonet) LID bonded to the lower surface of the panel. One clip is mechanically attached to
the vehicle surface, and one clip is LID bonded to the lower surface of an adjacent panel. Thus, a single
bayonet attaches a comer from each of two adjacent panels. The through panel fastener, shown with the
superalloy honeycomb concept, consists of a thin-walled cylinder through the panel that allows access to
a bolt which fastens the panel comer to the vehicle structure. The cylinder, which contains fibrous
insulation, is covered with an Inconel 617 threaded plug.
NASA test facilities at Johnson Space Center (JSC), Kennedy Space Center (KSC), and Langley
Research Center (LaRC) were used for verification tests of the concepts. TPS test models were exposed
to combined temperature and pressure conditions to obtain thermal response characteristics of the con-
cepts using thermal/vacuum test facilities at JSC, KSC, and LaRC. Dynamic response of metallic TPS
concepts was evaluated by shaker-table vibration tests and by acoustic exposure in a sound chamber at
JSC and a progressive wave facility at LaRC. The acoustic levels were representative of those experi-
enced during Space Shuttle lift-off. Environmental tests to assess water retention and the effects of
atmospheric contamination on metallic TPS are being conducted near the Space Shuttle launch site at
KSC. Additional water retention tests were conducted with a wind/rain machine at JSC. Lightning
strike tests, were conducted at LaRC to determine how much damage lightning impact caused on the
metallic panels. The metallic TPS concepts were tested in the LaRC 8-Foot High Temperature Tunnel
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(8' H'I"I') to evaluatetheperformanceof theconceptsin anaerothermalenvironment.Detailsof these
investigations,which indicatedgoodstructuralandthermalperformances,aregivenin Ref.23.
Engine Structure
Concepts. One of the greatest challenges of air-breathing hypersonic flight is the design of the
hydrogen fueled scramjet engines for the vehicles. Because of the high density and total enthalpy of the
air flow, heating of the exposed structure can be extreme - combustor heating rates may exceed 2000
BTU/sq.ft.-sec. These heating levels require the use of active cooling systems to maintain the engine
structures at survivable temperatures. One method of active cooling is to use surface heat exchangers
(cooling jackets) attached to the exposed engine walls with the hydrogen fuel as the coolant. There are
many different cooling jacket designs, but two that have been previously investigated are the channel fin
and pin fin cooling jackets. Schematics of the channel fin and pin fin geometries are shown in Figure 10
along with the cross section of a conceptual two-dimensional scramjet engine. The major components of
the scramjet engine are the inlet, combustor, and nozzle. Three basic engine shell structural concepts
have been investigated: two frame-stiffened honeycomb-core sandwich panels and a deep core
honeycomb sandwich panel. All three concepts have approximately the same mass per unit capture area.
The deep-core honeycomb concept exhibits the least deflection in the sidewall and nozzle areas and is the
least complex structure. Analytical results indicate relative displacements between adjoining components
are generally small which permit the panel comers to be rigidly joined allowing the use of a simple static
seal or even a welded comer. The results indicate that the basic shell concepts have a significant temper-
ature gradient through the thickness during thermal transients (e.g., maneuvers, combustion shutdown)
which may significantly impact the final design of both the seals and basic shell structure.
Engine Walls. A heat-pipe sandwich panel was conceived (Ref. 24) as a simple and efficient
solution to the engine wall thermal stress problem. The heat-pipe concept can drastically reduce maxi-
mum temperature differences across the honeycomb walls, and, hence, reduce thermal stresses with only
a modest increase in mass (less than 10%) over the original, unacceptable nonheat-pipe design. This
exceptional performance is possible because the integral heat-pipe sandwich panels synergistically
combine the thermal efficiency of heat pipes with the structural efficiency of honeycomb sandwich con-
struction. Several panels were fabricated and tested to verify feasibility of the concept. The goal was to
develop a sandwich panel, similar in structural integrity to the original nonheat-pipe sandwich panel
design, which could reduce maximum temperature differences, hence, stresses, by 50% and make the
design feasible.
The heat-pipe sandwich panel consists of a wickable honeycomb core, internally wickable
facesheets, and a suitable working fluid. The term "wickable" is defined as porous and capable of
wicking a working fluid by capillary pumping. For application to the scramjet engine, the working
fluids considered were cesium, potassium, and sodium. During operation, heat is absorbed at the heated
face by the evaporation of working fluid. The heated vapor flows due to a pressure differential, to the
cooler face where it condenses and gives up its stored heat. The cycle is completed with the return flow
of liquid condensate back to the heated face by the capillary pumping action of the wickable core. The
core is perforated to allow intracellular vapor flow and is notched at both ends to allow intracellular
liquid flow along the internally wicked faces.
The heat-pipe sandwich panel test specimens were 6x6xl in. and were manufactured from
stainless steel to reduce costs. For actual engine application the panels would be fabricated from a high-
temperature superalloy. The facesheets were made internaUy wickable by sintering one layer of 120x120
mesh screen to 0.024-in.-thick sheet material. Two different types of wickable core were considered:
165x1400 mesh woven wire screen (0.0055-in. thick) and screen/foil composite, 325x325 mesh screen
(0.0025-in. thick) sintered to 0.003-in.-thick foil. The entire sandwich panel is fabricated by simultane-
ously spot welding the core ribbons to each other and to the facesheets, forming a 0.375-in. cell
configuration.Thisall-weldedmanufacturingtechniqueeliminatesconcernfor materialscompatability
problemsof theworkingfluid with abondingagent.
Thesandwichpanelswereradiantlyheatedbyquartzlampsto simulatethescramjetengine
startuptransient.Two panels,oneemptyandtheotherfilled with workingfluid, weretestedsimultane-
ously. Thepanelsweresubjectedto thesameheatingenvironment;heatwasappliedoveronesurfaceof
thepanels(thetopsurface)while theothersurfaceandsidesof thepanelwereinsulatedto simulate
adiabaticboundaryconditions.Modelswereinstrumentedwith thermocouplesto monitorheat-pipe
startupandperformanceandto determinemaximumthrough-the-thickness(face-to-face)temperature
differences.
Resultsof thetestsindicatethattheheat-pipesandwichpanelswith sodiumworkingfluid were
capableof reducingmaximumtemperaturedifferencesby 31%overanonheat-pipesandwichpanel,by
46% usingpotassiumastheworking fluid, andbyover60%usingcesiumastheworkingfluid.
Comparisonof temperaturedifferencehistoriesof acesiumfilled heat-pipepanelanda nonheat-pipe
panelareshownin Figure11. As shown,thetemperaturedifferencesof thefront andbackfacesheetsof
bothpanelscoincideup to about300°F. At thispoint,theheat-pipepanelbeginsto operateandreduces
thetemperaturedifference.Thereductionin maximumtemperaturedifferencefor thistestis 60%.
Hence,it appearsthattheheat-pipesandwichpanelconceptcanmeetthegoalof a50%reductionin
temperaturedifferencesandthereforeis apromisingsolutionfor alleviatingthermalstressesin ascramjet
enginewhile resuhingin only a 10%increasein massovertheoriginal,unacceptabledesign.
Althoughthetechnologydevelopedto datefor enginewallsprovidesagooddatabasefor aMach
6 to 10cruisevehicle,thestructuralconceptsaretooheavyto beconsideredfor anair-breathingSSTO
spaceplane. In addition,if theheatingenvironmentbecomesmuchmoresevere,backsideconvective
coolingcannotabsorbenoughof theheatloadto keepstructuraltemperatureswithinreasonablebounds.
Thusadvancedmaterialsandmassadditioncooling(eitherfilm or transpiration)arerequiredfor sucha
mission.
Strut. A majoreffort, whichis nearingcompletion,hasbeenacontractedactivitywith Allied
Signal(Garrett-Airesearch)for thedesignandfabricationof a flightweightfuel injectionscramjetstrutas
outlinedin Figure12. Major challengesresultfrom theenvironmentandfunctionalrequirements
imposedon thisstructuralcomponent.Cryogenichydrogenentersthroughaninlet manifold,provides
impingementcoolingalongthestagnationlineof the leadingedge,flowsbackthroughapin-fincooling
jacketalongbothsurfacesof theunsymmetricalbody,andreturnsto theengineasfuel. Thefuelenters
anothermanifoldandis injectedthroughtworowsof portsononeside,onerowon theoppositeside,
andarow alongthetrailingedge.The2-footspan,48°-sweptleadingedgecomponentwasdesigned
suchthattheInconel718primarystructurewouldbefabricatedin two partswith forwardandaft
sectionsformedwith sheetmetaltechnologyfor moreeconomicalfabrication.MachinedInconelsupport
beamsandleadingedgesection,andthechemically-etchedNickel201pin-finexternalcoolingjacketare
attachedin a two-stepbrazingprocess.To allow for inter-mediatefabricationverification(e.g.,pressure
checking)a0.01-in.facesheetisbrazedto thepin finsprior to brazingthejacketto theprimary
structure.Manyfabricationproblemswereidentifiedandresolved.Thelastandmostvexingproblem
concernedbrazemanagementinattachingthecoolingjacketto theprimarystructure- toomuchbraze
materialresultedin blockageat theforwardandaft endsandtoolittle brazeresultedin brazevoidsas
shownin thephotographof apreliminaryshortstrutfabrication(Fig. 13). Since"fit-up" is thekeyto
successfulbrazingof flat surfaces,a seriesof 0.005-in.grooveshasbeenprovidedin thefacesheet.
Thisreducesthestiffnessof thecoolingjacket(betterfit-up) andalsothegroovesprovideaccessfor any
excessbraze.Specimentestshaveshownthatthis,in combinationwith hotsizing,providesgoodbraze
results.Final assemblyandbrazingof thefull lengthstoatareimminent. Functionaltestingin a flow
environmentwith fuel burningisplannedin atestcell attheLangleyResearchCenter.
Cowl Lip. The incident shock generated by the vehicle nose or compression ramps on the
undersurface of a vehicle acts to precompress the air flow passing into the engine as illustrated in Figure
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14. Aerodynamicists'designfor thisshock-on-lipconditionto maximizethecompressedair flow into
theengineandhenceperformance.Theshockwaveinterferenceproblemillustratedis aformidable
thermal-structuraldesignissuefor hypersonicvehicleswith air-breathingengines.Theexperimental
configurationin thelower left of Figure14,whichsimulatesthevehicleforebodyandcowl leading
edge,wasusedto definetheaerothermalloads. Theschlierenphotographshowsasupersonicjet inter-
ferencepatternimpingingonthesurfaceof thecylinder. Theinterferencepatternproducesintenselocal
amplificationof thepressureandheattransferin thevicinity of thejet impingement.Theundisturbed
(absenceof incidentshock)stagnationpointpressureandheatingratecanbeamplifiedby factorsfrom6
to 30dependingon theshockstrengthandfreestreamMachnumber.
Theseexperimentaldatawereusedto calibratefiniteelementsolutionsandadaptivemeshing
techniquesfor theflow field andsurfacepressuresandheatingrates.Theadaptiveunstructuredgrid
techniquesperformedwell asillustratedin Figure15. Additionaldetailsof thiseffort aregivenin Ref.
25.
Parametric2-Dstudieshavebeenconductedto investigatepotentialsolutionsfor cowl lip designs
subjectedto suchsevereheating.Figure16showsresultsfrom two suchstudies(Refs.26-27). One
study,shownin thelower left of thefigure,lookedattheadvantagesof addinghigh-conductivity
graphitefibersto tungstento reducethecircumferentialtemperaturegradientsresultingfrom theintense
localheatingof theshock-shockinteraction.Boththemaximumtemperatureandtemperaturegradient
werereduced,but lateralstressesalongtheleadingedgearestill severe.Thusplasticstrainsandlimited
cyclelife areconcerns.
TheLangleyIntegratedFluidThermalStructural(LIFTS)analyzer(Ref.26)wasusedto
investigatethebenefitsof internalfins andthermalsuperconductingmaterialsfor reducingthermal
gradientsandstressesby increasingthethermalenergyabsorptionbythehydrogencoolantand
increasingcircumferentialdiffusion. LIFTSpredictstheexternalheatingandstructuralheattransferto
thecoolantusingfinite elementmethods.A 0.25-inch-diameterleadingedgeis subjectedto transient
shock-waveinterferenceheatingtypicalof accelerationthroughMach16whichcausesthevehiclenose
bowshockto sweepacrosstheenginecowl leadingedgefrom anoutboardto aninboardposition,
whichcreatestheshock-on-lipinterferencepatternshownin theupperleft figure. Theinterference
heatingratereachesapeakvalueof 30,000BTU/ft2sec.atabout22° belowthehorizontalcenterlineof
theleadingedge.Theinnersurfaceisconvectivelycooledby thedirectimpingementof thesonic
hydrogenjet streamwith aninlet temperatureof 50°Randpressureof 1000psia. Internaltaperedf'ms
aroundthecircumferenceof theleadingedgeincreasetheeffectiveconvectionareabya factorof 2.5.
Thephysicalareais increasedfive times,butbecausethefinsarenot isothermalthefin efficiencyfactor
is 50%. Copperandberylliumarethecandidatethermalsuperconductingmaterialsbecausetheyprovide
significantlyhigherthermalconductivitythannickel,thebaselineunfinnedconcept.Thepeaksof the
thermalconductivityfor copperandberyllium,whichoccurat20°Rand70°R,areapproximately300
and80 timeshigherthanthenickel,respectively,asshownin theupperright of Figure16.
Thepeaktemperature,wheretheshockinterferenceoccurs,wasreducedfrom 2500°Rfor the
nickel to 1000°Rfor theberyllium,andto766°Rfor thecopperasshownin thelowerright figure. The
circumferentialtemperaturegradientwasalsoreducedsignificantly,butstill resultsin anaxialstress
levelabout100ksievenfor thecopper.Sincethisstresslevelexceedsthematerialelasticlimits, the
designis cycle-life limited. Thusadditionalstudiesarerequiredto determineadesignwithanacceptable
life.
Materials
Lightweight high-temperature materials development is an enabling technology for reusable
hypersonic vehicles. The specific strength and stiffness of leading candidate materialsI281 for NASP are
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shownin Figure 17. For temperaturesup to 1600-1800°FRSRtitanium,titanium-aluminideinter-
metallics,andfiber-reinforcedversionsof thesealloysarebeingdevelopedaspartof theNASP
program.[291Thesematerialsarepreferredoversuperalloysbecauseof theirlowerdensityandpoten-
tially higherspecificproperties.Fortemperaturesin excessof 1800°F,carbon-carbonandceramic
matrixcompositesarethemoststructurallyefficientmaterials.Thetimelydevelopmentof these
materialsfor light weighthotstructureswhichwill berepeatedlyexposedto severehypersonicflight
conditionsis averyformidablechallengerequiringsignificantadvancementson severalfronts. New
developmentsin AI alloy technologyfor hypersonicapplicationsincludeweldableA1-Li alloysfor cryo-
genictanksandhigh-temperatureA1for reusableflybackboosters.Thekeyissuesandhighlightsof
ongoingresearchon themajormaterialsystemsbeingcurrentlyconsideredfor futurehypersonic
vehicleswill bediscussedin thefollowing sections.
Metals and Metal-Matrix Composites
Superalloys. Superalloys have been successfully developed and used in jet engines for hundreds
of hours in the 1400-2000°F temperature range. In general, superalloys have excellent oxidation
resistance and good microstructural stability. Although almost all of the work on superalloys was
directed at turbine engine applications, a small but significant amount of work was performed by NASA
during the late 60's and early 70's for supersonic and hypersonic transport airframe structures, and the
thermal protection systems for shuttle. A representative indication of the types of test articles fabricated
are the heat shield concepts shown in Figure 9. A significant data base was generated on the mechanical
and physical properties of sheet gage materials made from a number of different superalloys. The effect
of sheet thickness on creep resistance of selected superalloys at 1400°F is shown in Figure 18. For both
Rene' 41 and Haynes 188 alloys at 1400°F the 0.010-inch sheet had a markedly lower creep resistance
than the 0.020-inch sheet. For the Rene' 41 alloy the difference was an order of magnitude. These
results are particularly important because they illustrate that data generated on sheet material may not be
very useful for predicting the lifetimes of very thin gage alloys being considered for some of the new
lightweight structural concepts.
An example[301 of the type of data generated on the oxidation behavior of superalloys after 100
hours of cumulative exposure at 1800°F is shown in Figure 19. Both continuous and half-hour cyclic
exposures were conducted on 0.020-in.-thick sheet material. The oxidation resistance of TD-NiCr
(Thoria dispersion strengthened NiCr alloy) was far superior to that of the other two superalloys
examined.
For a given reentry environment the surface temperature is governed primarily by the emittance
and catalytic activity of the surface. Good progress in lowering the catalytic activity of superalloys for
heat shield applications has recently been reportedI31]. Data for Inconel 617 and a dispersion-strength-
ened iron base superalloy MA-956 are shown in Figure 20. The borosilicate coatings applied to the
surface in a thickness of a few hundred angstroms resulted in a dramatic reduction in the catalytic activity
of the MA-956 surface resulting in a 600°F decrease in the equilibrium surface temperature for the
particular exposure conditions selected for this test. Research on these and similar coatings is continuing
and arc-jet tests for realistic size panels are planned to verify results obtained on small 1-inch-diameter
disk specimens.
Ordered Alloys and Metal-Matrix Composites. Long-range-ordered alloys are a unique new
class of high-temperature structural alloys. The relatively slow atomic mobility and unique dislocation
dynamics in ordered lattices result in these alloys having unusual properties such as the yield strength
increasing rather than decreasing with increasing temperature.[321 The creep and fatigue strengths of
these alloys at elevated temperatures are generally superior to similar disordered alloys. However, these
alloys tend to be brittle at room temperature. Recent alloy development work performed at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory has produced a number of long-range-ordered alloys (Fe,Ni)3V, (Fe,Co,Ni)3V ,
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(Fe,Co)3V which havegoodductility.[331AlthoughFe,Ni, andCo-baseintermetallicslook very
attractivefor manyhigh-temperatureapplications,theyaregenerallyconsideredto betooheavyfor
weight-criticalhypersonicvehicleslike NASP. TheNASPmaterialsprogramhasfocusedon the
developmentof titaniumaluminidesandtitaniumaluminidecompositesbecausetheyoffer thegreatest
potentialfor meetingmissionrequirements.Representativeproperties[341of somealuminidematerials
arecomparedwith thoseof conventionaltitaniumandnickel-basedalloysinTableI. Titaniumaluminide
hasadensityapproximatelyhalf thatof superalloyswithastiffness50percentgreaterthanthatof
titaniumalloys. Themodulusof conventionaltitaniumalloysdropsrapidlywith temperatureto avalue
of approximately10Msi at 1000°FwhereasTiAI hasahighermodulusat 1832°Fthantitaniumdoesat
roomtemperature.Thecreepstrengthof thealuminidesisverygoodasis theoxidationresistance,
particularlyTiAI, whichis analuminaformer. Themostsignificantlimitationon thealuminidesis their
low ductility atroomtemperature.
ForprogramssuchasNASPwheretheultimatein performanceis demandedfrom thematerials,
fiberreinforcementof titaniumaluminidealloysisakeymaterialsdevelopmentactivity. Projectedrule
of mixturepropertiesof conceptuallypossibletitaniumaluminidemetal-matrixcomposites[35]areshown
inTableII. Thereis asignificantincreasein specificstrengthin goingfrom Rene'41 to Ti3A1;how-
ever,therearemuchlargerbenefitsin specificstrengthandspecificstiffnesswhencomparingisotropic
materialsto themetal-matrixcompositelamina.Theoptimumfiberandmatrixcombinationfor a
particularapplicationis stronglyinfluencedby thetypeof loadsto becarried. Forstrength-critical
applicationstheIM6 graphitefibermightbeconsideredwhereasfor stiffness-criticalapplicationsP100
graphitefiberswouldbethepreferredchoice.However,beforegraphite-reinforcedtitaniumalloyscan
becomea practicalreality,coatingsmustbedevelopedto preventfiber/matrixinteractions.Theability to
uniformlycoatthousandsof individualgraphitefiberswith athinyetprotectivehigh-temperaturecoating
is aformidabletechnologychallenge.
Fiberdiameterisanimportantconsiderationfor minimumgageapplicationswherecross-ply
laminatesarerequiredtocarrybiaxialloads.ThehigheststrengthSiCfiberscommerciallyavailableare
approximately.0056in. indiameterwhichmeansthatthree-plycomposite laminates of SiC/Ti3AI could
not be fabricated less than .020 inch. There is a pressing need for small-diameter high-temperature
fibers which are chemically compatible with titanium-base alloys for very long periods of time at
temperatures up to 1600-1800°F.
An important consideration in the development of metal-matrix composites (MMC) is under-
standing how damage develops and the sequence of events which lead to failure. Depending on the
relative fatigue behavior of the fiber and matrix, and the interface properties, the failure modes in MMC
can be grouped into four categories: 1) matrix dominated, 2) fiber dominated, 3) self-similar damage
growth, and 4) fiber/matrix interface failure. Fiber/matrix separation is most likely to occur in MMC
systems with high-yield strength matrices which causes high load transfer between fiber and matrix in
the off-axis plies. This type of failure mode has been observed in SiC/Ti-15-3 composites1361 as illus-
trated by the photomicrographs shown in Figure 21 and the stress-strain curves shown in Figure 22.
Figure 21 shows the general fracture surface of a [0/+45/90] s laminate.The presence of essentially bare
SiC fibers on the fracture surface suggests weak bonding between the fibers and matrix. The presence
of a reaction zone on individual fibers such as the one shown in Figure 21 indicates that the weakest
interface may be between the base alloy and the fiber/matrix reaction zone. Tensile stress-strain curves
of these laminates were nonlinear with a knee at approximately 20 ksi, well below the matrix materials
minimum yield strength of 100 ksi. In all cases, the unloading elastic modulus was less than the initial
elastic modulus, thus indicating that some sort of damage had occurred in the laminate. A typical loading
and unloading curve of a [90]8 laminate after the first ten cycles is shown in Figure 22. The unloading
curve closely followed the loading curve indicating an opening and closing phenomenon. Fiber matrix
separation during loading was confirmed by an edge-replica technique which indicated that the fiber
matrix interface opened upon loading and closed when the specimen was unloaded.
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Recenttests1371haveshownthataweakfibermatrixinterfacecansignificantlyaffectthefatigue
responseof silicon-carbidefiber-reinforcedtitaniummatrixcomposites.S-Ndatawereexperimentally
determinedfor fourdifferentlayupscontaining0° plies. Thestress-strainresponsewasmonitored
during thefatiguelife. Thestiffnessdroppedveryearlyin thecyclinghistorydueto fiber/matrixinter-
faceseparations.Fatiguecracksin thematrix, suchasthosewhichform in B/AI, werenotobservedin
thismaterialssystem.After afewcyclesthestiffnessstabilizedandthecyclic strainrangewasrecorded.
This stabilizedstrainrangewasmultipliedby thefibermodulus(60msi) todeterminethecyclic stress
rangein thefiber. Thenumberof cyclesto failurewasthenplottedagainsthecyclic stressin the0°
fibers. Thefatiguedatafrom thefourdifferentlaminateswerecorrelatedvery well bythe0° fiber stress
asshownin Figure23.
It is importantto notethatfiber failureswerenotthefirst damageto occurin thesecomposites.
Thefirst damagethatcausedsignificantmodulusch_mgewasthefailureof thefiber/matrixinterfacein
theoff-axisplies. However,increasingthestrengthof thefibermatrix interfacebondmayreduceboth
thefatiguelife andfracturetoughnessbecauseof self-similarcrackgrowth. Thestrainto thematrix
fatiguelimit is closeto thefiber failurestrainl Sincethefatiguelimit is significantlylowerthantheyield
stress,thematrixmaydevelopfatiguecrackswithoutyieldingthematrixglobally. Furthermore,high
stressconcentrationcanbecreatedin titaniumalloysin afiberaheadof amatrixcrack. Thenetresultof
thesefactorscanbeself-similarcrackgrowthandlowerfracturetoughnessin well bondedTi MMC.
Muchadditionalwork is requiredto understandfailuremodesandapproachesto improvestrengthand
toughnessof Ti-basedMMC.
Aluminum Alloys. New developments in aluminum alloys, Figure 24, which could improve the
performance of hypersonic vehicles are the development of aluminum-lithium-based alloys and high-
temperature aluminum alloys. Commercial alloys containing AI-Li-Cu-Zr (e.g., 2090) and A1-Li-Cu-
Mg-Zr (e.g., 8090) are becoming available[38-391, particularly for fastened airframe components.
Current research on these alloys is addressing issues associated with low fracture toughness, mixed-
mode fatigue crack growth, environmental stability, and heterogeneous microstructure. Studies are also
underway to add minor alloying constituents to improve the weldability of these alloys and eliminate the
requirement to do a cold stretch before aging to achieve maximum strength. Recent results[40] have
shown that minor additions of indium to the A1-Li-Cu-Zr system change the precipitation characteristics
of the alloy such that cold deformation before aging is not required. This is potentially very significant
because it means that superplastic forming could be used to fabricate complex structural elements, and
the elements then heat treated. Recent progress has also been made in the development of a new A1-Li
alloy which is weldable[411, has excellent strength, good fracture toughness, and cold work is not
necessary to achieve maximum strength.
High-temperature AI alloys are also being considered for reusable launch vehicles. Several new
alloy compositions (based on AI-Fe-V-Si, A1-Fe-Ce, A1-Fe-Mo, etc. systems) have been developed[42-
441 which offer significantly higher mechanical properties at elevated temperatures than conventional
2000 and 7000 series A1 alloys traditionally used for airframe applications. These alloys could be very
attractive for reusable launch vehicles, because higher temperature capability of the airframe structure
would require less thermal protection to resist aerodynamic heating.
Fabrication Technology. A recent study[451 was conducted at NASA Langley to develop joining
and fabrication processes to facilitate the efficient incorporation of TixAl into lightweight, high-tempera-
ture honeycomb sandwich structure. Ingot metallurgy (I/M) Ti-14A 1-21Nb was selected as the face
sheet material due to availability and its chemical composition which approximates that of some of the
RSR TixAl alloys currently being developed. Ti-3A 1-2.5V honeycomb core was the only titanium alloy
honeycomb core commercially available.
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Thefabricationprocesseswhichwereselectedbasedon their potential for fabricating a minimum
weight, high-temperature sandwich structure were brazing, Liquid Interface Diffusion (LID®)
bonding[461, and Enhanced Diffusion Bonding (EDB).
Enhanced Diffusion Bonding is a term used to define the joining process being investigated at the
NASA Langley Research Center for joining titanium base alloys.[45] A typical layout for an EDB
Ti-14A 1-21Nb face sheet, Ti-3A 1-2.5V honeycomb sandwich panel is shown in Figure 25. The panel
components consist of two face sheets joined to the honeycomb by means of EDB. The honeycomb
core is electroplated with copper on the edges of the core only. The assembled panel components are
heated in vacuum to the bonding temperature and held at temperature for a sufficient period of time to
promote interdiffusion of the EDB material at the core-to-face-sheet interface to establish a eutectic[471
composition. As a result, a liquid phase is created. As further diffusion occurs and the composition of
the liquid changes, the melt solidifies. Thus, the remelt temperature of the EDB joint is higher than the
original joining temperature. Potential advantages of the process compared to brazing include less filler
metal required due to higher joint strengths and higher joint remelt temperatures. Compared to diffusion
bonding, less bonding pressure is required and joint fit-up tolerances are less critical due to the formation
of a liquid phase.
A photomicrograph of a typical joint segment of an EDB honeycomb sandwich panel in which
the copper EDB material was selectively plated only on the edge of the honeycomb core is shown in
Figure 26. A very small fillet of copper EDB material has formed at the joint interface and the eutectic
liquid has fully diffused into the face sheet to a depth of only 0.001 inch. In addition, there was no
visible EDB copper material on the core walls and the transformed microstructure extended only
0.005-in. up the core walls. This photomicrograph shows that localized application of the copper EDB
material using a selective removal of maskant plating technique minimizes both the weight penalty and
the deleterious interaction effects associated with the materials required for joining. It is estimated that
less than five percent of the face sheet area was affected by the EDB process.
The flatwise tension strength of EDB Ti-14A1-2Nb face sheet honeycomb core coupon
specimens is plotted in Figure 27 along with aluminum brazed Ti-6A 1-4V face sheet honeycomb core
coupon data.J48] The EDB coupon data should be comparable with the aluminum brazed data since the
alloy, foil thickness and cell configuration of the honeycomb core are the same. The flatwise tension
strength of the EDB specimens is one-fourth that of the aluminum brazed specimens at room temperature
but is approximately equal at 1000 and 1100°F. The difference in the strength below 400°F is attributed
to the ku'ger quantity of braze alloy used in the aluminum brazing process which substantially increases
the load-carrying capability of the honeycomb core. At the higher temperatures of 800-1100°F, the
strength contribution of the aluminum braze is substantially reduced and the failure loads of the two
sandwich types are nearly equivalent. The difference in the flatwise tension strength of the EDB speci-
mens fabricated with 0.020-inch and 0.007-inch-thick face sheets is attributed to differences in the face
sheet surface finish and variations in the amount of copper required for EDB.
Environmental Effects. An extensive amount of work will be required to identify damage
mechanisms and to develop a fundamental understanding of the environmental durability of candidate
materials for hypersonic vehicles. Materials used on hypersonic vehicles will be subjected to extremely
hostile environmental conditions. These may include hot hydrogen, high-temperature oxidation, tran-
sient thermal and pressure loads, low- and high-cycle fatigue, impact damage, and corrosion. Two of
the most pressing issues currently being worked as part of the NASP program are hydrogen embrittle-
ment and high-temperature oxidation. Materials on reusable hypersonic vehicles could see an extremely
varied series of hydrogen environments, ranging from liquid hydrogen at cryogenic temperatures and
low pressures to gaseous hydrogen at extremely high temperatures and high pressures.
The liquid hydrogen storage tank is expected to experience hydrogen temperatures from about -
400°F to the maximum temperature allowed for the tank structure and hydrogen pressures to about 50
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psi. Timesattheseconditionscouldbeon theorderof hundreds of hours at cryogenic temperatures,
thousands of hours at room temperature, and tens of hours at the maximum allowable temperature.
Repeated cycling between these conditions will occur.
The fucl lincs and valves are expected to experience tile entire spectrum of anticipated conditions,
with hydrogen temperatures ranging from -400°F to about 2000°F and hydrogen pressures ranging from
a few psi to thousands of psi. Times at these conditions could be long with numerous thermal and
pressure cycles.
The actively-cooled areas of the engine and airframe are anticipated to see temperatures and pres-
sures similar to those described above for the plumbing. Time at elevated temperature is expected to be
several minutes, with hundreds of cycles to atmospheric pressure and room temperature. Additionally,
the rate of heating and cooling of these components could be quite rapid.
Although hydrogen degradation of monolithic metallic materials has been extensively studied[491,
very little basic information is available on either the hydrogen interaction or hydrogen transport
(diffusion and permeation) processes in titanium-aluminide systems. The limited work that has been
performed has been devoted to characterizing the isothermal gaseous hydrogen absorption characteristics
of these materials. Based on very limited investigations, it appears that hydrogen solubility increases as
the Ti/AI ratio increases. Under the conditions investigated to date, hydride formation is much more
likely to occur in Ti3A1 than in TiA1.
Hydrogen barrier coatings may be needed to prevent hydrogen from being transported to vital
structures of a hypersonic vehicle. Two types of barrier coatings, diffusion barrier coatings and
noncatalytic coatings, can be considered. The former slows hydrogen entrance by slowing hydrogen
diffusion and the latter slows absorption by reducing the rate of molecular hydrogen dissociation.
However, past experience with barrier coatings[50] has shown them to be susceptible to damage during
assembly, operation, and testing of components, and their service life is known to be affected by thermal
cycling, temperature gradients, and microstructural modifications over time. Additionally, it is difficult
to inspect a surface coating to insure even its initial integrity as a barrier.
The use of diffusion barrier coatings to protect against structural degradation appears reasonable
at the lower temperatures, but not at elevated temperatures. Hydrogen transport is so rapid in most
materials at temperatures approaching 2000°F that coating thicknesses become significant and minor
defects in the coating will permit rapid local hydrogen entrance. A diffusion barrier coating also makes it
difficult for hydrogen to exit a material once it enters. Noncatalytic coatings are thought to offer the
greatest potential as hydrogen barriers because their effectiveness is generally not dependent on coating
thickness.
Another environmental issue which is receiving considerable attention for hypersonic vehicles is
high-temperature oxidation. There are two key issues: the first has to do with oxidation of the material,
and the second is the need for the surface to have a high emittance and low catalysis. The oxide scale
which forms on most metallic materials is catalytic and has a relatively low emittance (<0.8). Therefore,
protective coatings that shield the materials from oxidation and have a low catalytic efficiency can
significantly extend the applicability of metallic materials by reducing the heating rate to the surfaces in
hypersonic flight environments that contain dissociated gas species. High-emittance coatings will reduce
the temperature of hot structures by radiating a significant portion of the aerothermal heat flux away from
the surface. A recent study[5ll on the static and dyna_rfic oxidation behavior of TixAl alloys has been
completed. A number of high-emittance, low-catalysis, oxidation-resistant coatings were exposed to
dynamic oxidation in a simulated hypersonic environment. Static oxidation tests were conducted in
laboratory air for times ranging from 25 to 120 hours and temperatures ranging from 1200°F to 2000°F
using a thermogravimetric analysis apparatus. Samples were exposed to dynamic oxidation conditions
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for up to 5 hoursatasurfacetemperatureof 1800°F in the NASA Langley Hypersonic Materials
Environmental Test System (HYMETS) facility (hypersonic flow conditions in this constricted arc heater
were defined relative to flight envelopes[52]). Post-test evaluations on specimens included Arrhenius'
analysis of the oxidation weight change data to detemline kinetics data, radiative properties
measurements to determine emittance, heating rate analyses to determine surface catalysis, and
metallurgical evaluation to determine oxide phases and microstructural changes.
A total of three alloys with coatings comprising 26 alloy-coating combinations were evaluated.
On the basis of pre-screening and short-time HYMETS testing, nine alloy-coating systems were suitable
for 5 hours HYMETS evaluation. To this point, the 5-hour tests on the Ti-14AI-19Nb-8Mo samples
have been completed. All the "successful" coatings have been thick "glass-like" layers that may experi-
ence mechanical failure (i.e., cracking, spalling, etc.) when applied to larger areas. Thick coatings also
represent a significant weight penalty for a full-size vehicle.
The total normal emittance of three uncoated alloys (Ti-14A 1-2Nb, Ti-34Al-1.5V, and
Ti-14AI-19Nb-8Mo) and three coatings on Ti-14AI-19Nb-8Mo are shown in Figure 28. The three
coatings (a pack aluminide with a sputtered SiO2/pyrex coating; a double coating with one layer of pack
silicide and one layer of pack aluminide; and a slurry glass/MoSi2 coating) had emittances that were
greater than 0.8 before and after dynamic oxidation testing.
The catalytic efficiencies of samples under steady-state heating conditions were determined by
using the aerothermal heating to the sample and Goulard's solution[531 to the stagnation laminar flow
heating equation. For hot structures at hypersonic flight conditions, these data are more important than
the room-temperature catalytic efficiencies.
Figure 29 shows a comparison of catalytic efficiencies at 1800°F for a number of materials; data
for the RCG Shuttle Tile Coating and the CVD boro-alumino-silicate coating are shown for reference.
The efficiency of the RCG coating is in the range of metal oxides. The catalytic efficiency of
Ti-14AI-19Nb-8Mo was much lower than that of Ti-14A1-21Nb. The efficiency of the Pack Si + Pack
A1 was quite high. Efficiencies for the A1 + sputtered SiO2/Pyrex and slurry glass/MoSi2 agreed well
with those for the CVD coating.
Continuing research centers on two goals: the development of coating/substrate systems, and the
characterization of material response through environmental testing. Consideration will be given to
hydrogen permeability as well as emittance, catalysis, and dynamic oxidation.
Carbon-Carbon Composites
Applications. Carbon-carbon composites (C-C) are attractive candidate materials for thermal
protection systems and hot structures for advanced hypersonic vehicles because of their light weight and
good strength retention at high temperatures. The specific strength comparisons made in Figure 17
showed that above approximately 1500°F, carbon-carbon composites have the highest specific strength
of any structural material. However, carbon oxidizes rapidly in air at temperatures above about 1000°F.
Hence, applications for carbon-carbon composites must either be restricted to nonoxidizing environ-
ments, to short exposure times (minutes), or the composites must be protected from oxidation. To date,
the only reusable oxidation-resistant C-C (ORCC) composite that has been developed and placed into
flight service is that which is used as the thermal protection system (TPS) on the nose cap and wing
leading edges of the Space Shuttle Orbiter[M]. Since this ORCC composite is used as TPS material
rather than as primary structure, it need have only relatively modest mechanical properties. Because of
the significant potential benefits to be obtained in employing C-C composites as hot structure, however,
research is currently being pursued to develop improved methods of oxidation protection suitable for
high-strength, high-modulus C-C composites.[55-56]
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Themajorstepsin thefabricationof carbon-carboncomposites1571areshownin Figure30.
Generalperformancerequirementsfor selectedapplicationsof long-life,reusableORCCcompositesare
shownin TableIII. TheTPSmaterialonSpaceShuttle,designatedReinforcedCarbon-Carbon(RCC)
by its developer,VoughtCorporation[581,is theonly onedemonstratedin service.Two additional
applicationsof considerableinterestareORCCcompositesfor man-ratedturbineenginesandfor hot
structuralmaterialon advanced aerospace vehicles. For man-rated turbine engines, target operational
temperatures and hot lifetimes are 2500°F and 4000 hours [56], respectively. On advanced aerospace
vehicles, materials requirements are expected to be more demanding than on Space Shuttle, as indicated.
Oxidation Prolection. Reinforced Carbon-Carbon has been used very successfully on the nose
cap and wing leading edges of the Space Shuttle Orbiter. Figure 31 shows thermal profiles for two
locations on the wing leading edge during entry from orbit.J57] The stagnation area reaches the highest
temperature. The lug attachment area reaches only a relatively low temperatures, but its mass loss is
high because cracks are wider at these temperatures. The RCC oxidation protection system (OPS)
consists of a SiC conversion coating, a tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) crack sealer, and a proprietary
overcoat sealer (Vought Corporation Type A). The OPS performs well at the 2500°F temperatures
experienced in flight, but at higher temperatures decomposition and reactions of the OPS constituents,
coating spallation, aerodynamic shear removal of low-viscosity sealants, and vaporization of sealants are
expected to become problems. The lug attachment areas remain at relatively high temperatures after
touchdown when the pressure has reached 1 atm. This severe oxidizing condition leads to a high oxida-
tion mass loss. The high viscosity of the sealant at the lower temperatures in the lug area retards healing
of cracks.
Experimental data were needed in the Shuttle program to assess the effectiveness of the Shuttle
baseline coating system and to predict the lifetime of the wing leading edge[59-60] Complete mission
environments were simulated at both the stagnation and the lug attachment areas. These simulations
included simultaneous application (in air) of load, temperature, and pressure on tensile.specimens.
Testing was performed at NASA Langley in the Multiparameter Environmental Simulation Facility.
Early predictions of mass loss based on multiparameter test results indicated that the mass loss at
the lug attachment area would be excessive if baseline coatings were relied on exclusively for oxidation
protection. Consequently, Type A sealant was developed and applied over the baseline coating to
Improve the oxidation protection. Figure 32 shows the improvement achieved in oxidation protection for
five mission cycles when Type A sealant is used. The flight data shown in Figure 32 were obtained
from 1/4-inch-diameter specimens which have been flown on all Shuttle missions. These specimens are
removed and weighed after every five missions. The conclusion from these comparative data is that the
multiparameter tests served as a good predictor of flight performance of RCC for the Shuttle environ-
ment.
Representative conditions of temperature and pressure for cruise and orbital vehicles[57] are
depicted in Figure 33. These conditions are illustrative only, and not representative of any particular
component. Clearly, precise conditions will depend on mission trajectory, Mach number, material sur-
face properties (emittance, catalytic activity with respect to the recombination of dissociated boundary
layer species), location on the vehicle, and other factors. There are certain general features of interest,
however. Highest temperatures likely will be reached on ascent to and entry from orbit. These
temperatures will be experienced for relatively brief periods of time and at low pressures. For cruise
missions, peak temperatures will likely be much lower and there will be an extended period at interme-
diate temperatures. Cruise pressures will also be low, but not as low as those for orbit missions.
Designing an OPS capable of successful operation in both types of environments poses a major technical
challenge.
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Manydifferentoxidation-protectionconceptshavebeenexplored.Thebasicfeaturesof these
conceptsaredepictedschematicallyin Figure34. Thefirst line of defenseagainstoxidationis the
coating,typically SiCandsometimesSi3N4. Uponbeingexposedto high-temperatureoxygen,these
Si-basedcoatingsform averythin layer,orscale,of silicaglass,which is a veryeffectivediffusion
barrierto oxygenandlimits furtherattack.Themaximumpracticalusetemperatureof thesecoatingsis
about3000°F.Wereit not for thefactthatthecoefficientsof thermalexpansion(CTE)of thesecoatings
differ markedlyfrom thoseof typicalC-C substrates,suchcoatingswouldbeall thatis requiredfor
effectiveoxidationprotection.Unfortunately,becauseof differencesin CTE,cracksdevelopin these
coatingsuponthermalcycling,andoxygencanpenetratethroughthesecracksto thesubstrate.
Thesecondlineof defenseagainstoxidationconsistsof variousinternalandovercoatglassy
sealantsusedto blockoxygenfrom reachingthesubstratethroughthesecracks.Typical sealantsare
basedonsilicateandborateglassesSometimesthecoatingsthemselvesaremultilayeredwith glassesor
glass-formersin them,or transitionlayersof othermaterialsareemployedbetweenthecoatingandthe
substratetoreducetheCTEincompatibilityandto anchorthecoatingbetterto thesubstrate.A third line
of defenseagainstoxidationconsistsof variousinhibitorsaddedto thematrix. Theseinhibitorsfunction
bothasoxygengettersandasglassformers.Theytypicallyconsistof Si,B, Zr, andvarious
compoundsof thesemetals.Limitedresearchhasbeenconductedto incorporateinhibitorsdirectlyinto
thereinforcingfibersthemselves[61l,butthisapproachtendsto weakenthefibersandhasyet to be
developedto anysignificantextent. In somecases,fiber coatingsarealsoused.
Performancevaluationsof selectedORCCmaterialsarebeingconductedin Langley's
MultiparameterEnvironmentSimulatorsunderenvironmentalconditionssimilarto thosedepictedin
Figure33. Initial testresults[57]for candidatematerialshaveshownsubstantialmasslossuponinitial
exposure,followed byaperiodof fairly constantmasslossuntil about31hourscumulativeexposure
(11entryplus7 cruisecycles).After thispoint,the lossrateincreasedfor entrycyclesbutremained
relativelyunchangedfor thecruisecycles.Theinitial largemasslossmaybeattributedto vaporization
of someconstituentfrom theglasssealantsystem.Microscopicexaminationof thespecimensurface
following eachexposurerevealedwhatappearedto beacontinualmigrationof glassymaterialto the
surfaceof thespecimen,with theformationof bubbles.Theregionof steadymasslosscanbedueto
continuallossof sealant,oxidationof carbonfrom thesubstrate,or acombinationof both.
Followingtheseoxidationexposures,specimensweresectionedandexaminedmicroscopically.
Separationof thecoatingfrom thesubstratewasnotedat somelocations,whilesimilarbut lesssevere
delaminationswerealsonotedonbothfacesof thespecimenat severalotherlocations.Separationof the
coatingfrom thesubstratemayhavebeencausedby internalgaspressuregeneratedby volatilizationof
sealantandinhibitorconstituents.TheCTEmismatchbetweenthecoatingandsubstratemayhavebeen
amajorcontributor. Sincethemaximumtesttemperaturefor thespecimenis presumedto behigherthan
thecoatingdepositiontemperature,thecoatingwouldbein compressionat thesemaximumtemper-
atures,Sincethecoatingin theOPSbasicallyfloatsonaliquid layerof glassat hightemperatures,there
arenosignificantshearor interlaminarforcesto resistanupwardbucklingof theexpandingcoating.In
supportof thispositionis thefact thattheobserveddistanceof separationbetweenthecoatingand
substrateis consistentwith thedistancecalculatedusingtheCTE data.
Substrate Development. If carbon-carbon composites are to be used for primary airframe
structures the strength properties need to be increased. Following the Shuttle technology development
program, NASA sponsored researchI62--64] to develop an improved carbon-carbon composite. The result
was the development of "Advanced Carbon-Carbon" (ACC) which has approximately doubled the in-
plane strength of RCC. Two approaches are currently being pursued to improve the interlaminar shear
and interlaminar tensile properties of ACC. One approach is to improve matrix strength through process
optimization. Key variables investigated have included matrix composition, fiber surface treatments,
pyrolysis conditions, and reinforcement architecture. The results[65] of this approach have been only
moderately successful to date. The second approach being pursued[661 is to use three-dimensional (3-D)
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reinforcementschemeswherefibersstrengthenthrough-thicknesstrengths.A schematicillustrationof
a 3-D fabricandintegrally-stiffenedpanelis shownin Figure35. A 3-Dorthogonalweavematerial
testedat Langleygavemorethanathree-foldincreasein interlaminarshearstrength,andmorethana
two-foldincreasein interlaminartensilestrengthcomparedto ACC. Theflexurestrengthof the3-D
compositeswasalsoapproximately65percenthigherthan2-D ACC. Thereasonfor the increasewas
relatedto achangein failuremode,from delaminationin the2-Dmaterialto fibermicrobucklingin the
3-Dmaterial.
Concluding Remarks
It has been shown that for hypersonic vehicles to provide the performance benefits desired, the
structures and materials technical community has many challenging tasks. A myriad of concepts have
been proposed over the last 30 years, but only a few were carded all the way to fabrication and testing.
Improvements in structural performance are thus still possible and, in fact, probably required. How-
ever, the maximum payoff, and perhaps the enabling technology, is advancements in materials that have
high specific strength and stiffness, thermal properties compatible with use in hot/cooled structural
applications, and retention of ductility and fabricability required for efficient concepts with sufficient life
under cyclic thermal loads.
Cryogenic tank development is an enabling structures technology as only one large, flightweight
tank has ever been built and none has ever been flown. Even the question of how to certify for flight
reusable cryotanks is currently taxing the engineering ingenuity of the participants in the U.S. National
Aero-Space Plane (NASP) program. Leading edges with adequate life, particularly cowl lips for air-
breathing space transports, are still an elusive goal requiring considerable innovative effort. Past work
with superalloys has revealed the difficulty of fabricating some of the complex structures required for
hypersonic vehicles, and has also revealed that the fabrication process can have a deleterious effect on
the material properties and hence structural performance of the actual hardware. Additionally we have
learned that data generated on sheet material may not be very useful for predicting the lifetimes of foil
gage alloys which are being considered for some metallic TPS concepts.
Much remains to be done. Research in high payoff areas of materials and structures has barely
scratched the surface. One of the most exciting areas is the development and use of advanced carbon-
carbon materials for acreage TPS and structural applications. The major challenges in such applications
are improved oxidation-resistant coatings and substrate strength properties. Another exciting area is the
exploitation of ordered alloys and metal-matrix composites in high-temperature structural concepts.
Ordered alloys have excellent creep and fatigue strengths at elevated temperatures. Unfortunately, they
tend to be brittle at room temperature where the maximum mechanical loads are anticipated. The NASP
program is currently focusing on titanium aluminides with and without fiber reinforcement. The most
significant limitation on the aluminides is their low ductility at room temperature. Use of graphite fibers
awaits the development of coatings that will prevent fiber/matrix interactions. High strength SiC fibers
tend to avoid the fiber/matrix interaction, but their current size (.0056-in.- diameter) leads to heavy
minimum-gage material or severely limits the advantages of structural tailoring. Thus, there is a pressing
need for small diameter high-temperature fibers which are chemically compatible with titanium-based
alloys for very long periods of time at elevated temperatures.
This paper has documented some of the progress in addressing the challenges of materials and
structures for high-temperature applications to hypersonic vehicles. Significant progress has been made
in some areas, very little in others, ff hypersonic vehicles are to become a reality, a long-term focused
technology development program must be supported.
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Table I. Properties of high-temperature alloys.
Ti Base
Density (Ib/in3) .163
Young's Modulus (Msi) 16 -14
Max. Temp. - Creep (°F) 1000
Max. Temp.- Oxidation (_F) 1100
Ductility - R.T. (%) ~20
Ductility - Operating (%) High
Ti3AI TiAI Superalloys
.150 -.170 .136 .300
21-16 25 30
1500 1900 2000
1200 1900 2000
2-5 1-2 3-5
5-8 7-12 10-20
Table II. Specific strength and stiffness properties calculated from rule of mixtures.
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MATERIAL_ E, MSI ULT,K_;I p_.,_j_.__N3 E/p. IN. ULT/_. IN.
Rene' 41 31.6 170 .298 106 x 106 570 x 103
Ti3AI 20 180 .1 80 1 1 1 1000
P100/Ti3AI(1) 57.5 240 .130 442 1850
IM6/Ti3AI (1) 32 440 .1 28 250 3440
SiC/Ti3AI(1) 41 315 .141 291 2230
\
Ti B 2/Ti AI(1 ) 37.5 295 .1 59 236 1860
Ti B 2/'1"i3A1(1) 35 315 .1 80 1 94 1750
TiC/TiAI(1 ) 44.5 295 .1 66 2 68 1780
TiC/Ti3AI(1 ) 42 315 .1 87 2 2 5 1680
(1) . Room temperature, elastic, unidirectional
• Rule of mixtures for strength and stiffness
° Maximum fiber strain for strength
• 5% weight penalty for fiber coating
• 50% fiber volume
Table III. Performance requirements of carbon-carbon composites.
Space Shuttle
nose cap and
wing leading edges
Number of missions 100
Hot lifetime, hrs 100
Design temperature, °F 2700(a)
Single-mission survivability 3000
temperature, °F
Operating environment Air
Operating pressure, atm < 1
Mechanical property Low o
requirements and E
Man-rated
turbine
engines
Many
4000(b)
2500(b)
Combustion products
. >1
High o
(a) Actual flight experience 2500°F
(b) Air Force Technical Objective Document FY88, Dec 1986
NASP
airframe
hot structure
150
,--250
< 3000
> 3000
Air
<1
High o
and E
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Hypersonic Transport Concept SSTO-Air breather
l !
\
h
SSTO Rocket 2 Stage Rocket
Figure l. Future fully reusable hypersonic vehicles.
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Figure 2. Ascent, reentry, and cruise envelope.
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Figure 3. Typical airframe structural concepts.
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Figure 4. Geometrically efficient structural panels.
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• Closed face
• AII-ACC design (except lugs)
• Single stiffened panels
• Continuous ACC tip panel
Superalloy ACC upper panel
lug fittings ACC lower panel
ACC torque tube
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Figure 5. Control surface concept.
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Figure 6. Carbon-carbon/refractory-metal heat-pipe leading edge concept.
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Figure 7. Inte_al and nonintegral creep tank/structure/TPS concept.
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Figure 8. Integral tank/fuselage hot-structure concept.
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Figure 9. Metallic TPS concepts.
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Figure 10. Scramjet engine schematic with cooling jackets.
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Figure 1I. Comparison of face sheet temperature difference histories.
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Figure 12. Fuel injection scramjet strut.
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Figure 14. Shock-on-lip interference phenomena,
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Figure 15. Comparison of analysis with experiment.
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Figure 17. Candidate materials for hypersonic applications.
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Figure 18. Effect of sheet thickness on creep resistance.
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Figure 19. Superalloy sheet-thickness loss.
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Figure 20. Effects of coatings on catalysis of superalloys.
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Figure 21. Fracture surface of SiC/ri-15-3.
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Figure 22.
Longitudinal strain, in./in.
Stress-strain response of SiC/Ti-15-3.
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Figure 24. High-temperature aluminum-b:lsed alloy systems.
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Figure 25. Honeycomb-core sandwich components and fabricated specimen.
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Figure 26. Microstructure of face sheet/honeycomb-core interface.
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Figure 27. Flatwise tension strength of honeycomb-core sandwich specimens.
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Figure 30. Carbon-carbon composite fabrication process.
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Figure 31. Space Shuttle Orbiter entry thennal profiles for wing leading edge.
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Figure 32. Oxidation of RCC.
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Figure 33. Representative service environments for carbon-carbon composites.
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Figure 34. Oxidation-protection considerations.
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Figure 35. Integrally-stiffened carbon-carbon panel.
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